
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

  
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meetings are held on the  1
st
 Tuesday of the month at Club Macquarie, Argenton commencing at 7.00 pm. Social 

events and outings are held on the following Sunday but may alter. 
Members should check the 'club runs' in this Newsletters calendar.  

 

 

The Newsletter of the Newcastle Restored Vehicle Club Inc.                                                                         
Issue APRIL 405, 2019 

COMMITTEE 

PRESIDENT: Frank Wilkinson   Mob: 0419 233 886 
Email:  frank.wilkinson57@gmail.com 
 
VICE-PRESIDENT:  Terry Jones  Ph: 0427 508 627 
Email:  terryjones1954@hotmail.com 
 
SECRETARY:  Debbie Maxwell  Ph: 4950 2284   
Email:  nevillemaxwell1960@gmail.com 

Mob: 0409 502 284 
 
TREASURER:  Mary Jones    Ph: 0421 642 251 
Email: terryjones1954@hotmail.com 
 
REGISTRARS:  Ken Morris  Mob: 0417 467 232 
Email:  ken.morris@transport.nsw.gov.au 
Wes Coghlan  Mob: 0423 083 274 
Email:  wescoghlan@hotmail.com 
 
CLUB-CAPTAIN: Ken Barrett   Mob: 0402 603 655 
Email:  lindabarrett@optusnet.com.au 
 
MID-WEEK RUNS:  Gary and Ruth Newcombe 
Mob:  0427 222 075    Mob:  0408 689 652 
 
RALLY COMMITTEE:   Terry Jones and Neville 
Maxwell 
 
WEBMASTER:  Glenn Towndrow 
Ph:  4991 2421   Mob:  0418 221 462 
 
EDITOR:  Ros Walker   Ph: 4934 4617   
Mob: 0407 916 374 
Email:  roslyn.walker5@bigpond.com 
 
 
 Articles appearing in this Newsletter reflect the views on the contributor and not necessarily those of the Club, the 

Committee or of the Editor. 
 Web Site:  http/carclubs.shannons.com.au/newcastlerestored 

Club email: newcastlerestoredvehicleclub@gmail.com 

Official Postal Address for NRVC:  PO Box 217, New Lambton.  NSW.  2305 

Frank and Donna’s Story Inside 
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APRIL                 
Tuesday  2nd  General Meeting at Club Macquarie,  7 pm  3 points.                   
Sunday    7th  Vice-President Terry – run to Lake Liddell Recreational Reserve in memory of Ross Skillen.  
4 points  Leaving Edgeworth Maccas at 9 am.   Hot Dogs will be available or BYO.                 
Sunday  14th  Maitland Steamfest at Maitland Park.  1 point. Meet at Edgeworth Maccas for 7 am, can 
assemble at Heddon Greta at 7.30 or go straight to the Steamfest.             
MID-WEEK RUN   Wednesday 17th April Meet at Edgeworth Maccas by 9.30 am 

MAY  Sunday 5th Atlantic Oils Central Coast Autofest Pre 1980 Vehicles at Gosford Showground.            
4 points. Please be at Edgeworth Maccas to leave there at 7.30am          
Tuesday 7th  General Meeting at Club Macquarie  7 pm  3 points.               
MID-WEEK RUN  Wednesday 15th                
Sunday  19th  Tilligery Motorama at Lemon Tree Passage  1 point.  TBA                
  

SWAP MEET AND EVENTS OF INTEREST.               
April: Sunday 7th  Best in the West Classic Cars & Bikes at West Wallsend;                                           
May  11th  Crookwell Potato Festival Show & Shine at Cookwell Showground.                                                 
15th to 21st Bush Council Rally to be held in Griffith;                                                                           
Sunday 19th Catalina  at Rathmines.                       
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 THE BELOW LINK TO THE COUNCIL OF HERITAGE MOTOR CLUBS NSW INC.   
 

http://www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au/CHMC-NEWSLETTER.php 

 

 
 
 

N.R.V.C. Club Calendar –, 2019  
OFFICIAL CLUB MEETINGS and RUNS 

For members with vehicles on Historic plates please be reminded vehicles must be as close 
to original as possible. Also N.R.V.C. Inc. By-Laws PART 8 – 
 
ISSUE OF ROADWORTHINESS TO NEW MEMBERS: 
New members are required to attend a minimum of three (3) club outings or events before they will 
be considered for the issue of RMS plates. These outings are not to include Club meetings. Any 
registered and roadworthy vehicle can be used for these (3) outings. Attendance must be noted in 
the day book.  
To maintain eligibility to historic registration members must attend Club outings, events or meetings 
to accumulate 30 Club points per year. Attendance must be noted in the day book.  
The Committee will consider exemptions due to personal or unexpected circumstances on a case by 
case basis. Failure to comply could result in the eligibility to Historic registration being withdrawn. 

 

 

http://www/


 

 



NRVC FIRST AID TRAINING 

Saturday, 16
th

 March 2019 

      Mount Hutton 

Lynn Farmer’s Self Defense training facility at Mount Hutton made the perfect venue to conduct the NRVC First Aid 

Course on a wet Saturday morning of the 16
th
 March 2019.  As spoken about often at recent monthly meetings, Mick 

Riordan offered his services and presented a well structured course to those present.   

With the aid of dummies (no – not the attendees; medical training ones) proficient CPR techniques were demonstrated 

by all trainees present.  Frank was rather enthusiastic when applying CPR chest compressions with several suspected 

broken ribs experienced by the manikin.  But I am sure they would have survived and recovered to tell the story over a 

few drinks at a later date – a far better outcome to that expected without CPR. 

Various videos – some from the Bondi Beach Rescue TV series – allowed real life scenarios to be used for training 

discussions.  The incidents covered proved to be invaluable tools during not only the learning phase, but also allowing 

the assessment of the First Aider’s observation and evaluation skills during testing.  

Terry made a realistic model for the demonstration of immobilization of an injured arm or a broken collar bone, even to 

the point of his hair becoming entangled in the sling.   

Defibrillator training was one of the most interesting subjects, gaining the undivided attention of all present.  Although 

most attendees had previous experience with these devices, the advancement in technology has resulted in these 

affordable life saving machines now being very easy to use.  The machine actually tells the operator what to do, when 

to do it and how to do it.  If the first aider is performing CPR too slow or not compressing the chest sufficiently, it tells 

them to “push faster” giving a pulse sound as a guide, or to “push harder”. 

The updated procedures for handling snake bites should be a practice known to all Australians.  There is no longer the 

requirement to “bring along the snake” so they know which type of anti-venin to administer.  All that is needed is a 

small sample of the venom so it can be analyzed.   

In brief summary, wrap the bite area with a gauze bandage – WITHOUT WASHING.  This is where they will get the 

venom sample from.  Firmly wrap the complete limb with bandages or tape it the full length to slow (not cut off) blood 

flow.  Keep the limb immobilized – carry the patient or transport them by car etc.  You have a minimum of 2 hours to 

get them to hospital.  Patients have survived to a full recovery after up to 8 hours from the time of being bitten to 

having anti-venin administered. 

Why the changes to snake bite procedures? It has been determined that the venom is actually transported through the 

lymphatic glandular system – not via your blood (vascular system).  

As many of us have experienced or seen in today’s society, allergic reactions and /or breathing difficulties can be 

deadly if not handled in a timely manner.  The use of EpiPens for the treatment of anaphylaxis and the proper 

application of a ventilator and supportive equipment for asthmatics are skills that should be learnt but all family 

members these days.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



I urge any and all NRVC Club Members to gain a knowledge of at least the basics of these ailments.  If one of your 

family members suffers from either of these threatening ailments, it may be a life saving experience for you to have 

one or both of these devices on hand – but also know how to use it.  

Our list of First Aiders within the NRVC is expanded to now include the 8 attendees of this very informative and 

worthwhile course.   

Congratulations to Frank Wilkinson, Norm Wilson, Stephen Nichols, Bill Kalb, Terry Jones, Lynn Farmer and Linda 

and Ken Barrett. And of course, our instructor Mick Riordan is also well able to perform what he instructs, even with 

his crook knees.   

A huge “THANK YOU” Mick for your time and skills in presenting the course and the paraphernalia that goes with it.  

Thanks again to Lynn for the use of your facilities and the morning tea enjoyed by all – good old Arnotts assorted 

cream biscuits! 

 
 
 
 



 

                           

       Homemaker Centre 240-260 Hillsborough Road                  
              Warners Bay, NSW              Phone: (02) 4953 7461 

autObarn 60 Shipley Drive Rutherford NSW  
Phone (02) 49323499 fax (02) 49320313             
NRVC Car Club Members ask for discount 

 
 

   McFADYEN’S  HAULAGE    
Road Freight Haulage 

                          Lot 101  Campbell Drive 
TOMAGO NSW 2322 

          

 

 Ph. 49649049 
                               

http://www.truckworld.com.au/buy/trucks/PrimeMover


 
           
 

Wow, back in 2018 at the Coates 
Drivers Parade in Hamilton, our President Frank Wilkinson, approached me to see if I would write an Article 
about The NRVC, (Newcastle Restored Vehicle Club) as he had been approached by a reporter Maxine 
Throll, who writes for the Hunter & Coastal Lifestyle Magazine, and thought I would be the best person to put 
together a story with Pictures for her. How could I refuse, as it was a good opportunity to Advertise how good 
our Club is, with Members always welcoming new Members, etc. within 3 days, and the help of Hubby Bill 
Kalb who gave me lots of information on the Early formation of the club, I gathered the Pictures, sent off 
loads of information, together with heaps of Photo’s etc. to Maxine, who said that was the easiest and 
quickest Article she had ever written.  

 
It then turned out that only 500 words was needed, etc. as this Article was also to be part of another Car Club 
within the Article, CCAMAC, so it was up to Maxine, just what Photos, and information she would use in the 
Article. Also I was informed that I would NOT BE SENT a complimentary copy, but could purchase it once it was 
printed, hmmm, Reporter gets paid, we do all the work, and have to purchase a copy of the Magazine. It is good 
Publicity for the Club. 
(Reporter Maxine, was supposed to let us know when it was printed, narda, did not happen, still waiting for her 
to contact me). Well it finally came out yesterday, Issue 93, cost $9.90 which we only found out due to our 
Daughter Karen Wilesmith, also having a Photo of hers inside and she also saw the Article on the NRVC. How 

good is that, both in the same magazine. 
 

Stockists of Atlantic Oil   Contact details:  Don Anderson  
Mobile:  0416 739 353 

31 Old Punt Road, Tomago.  NSW.  2322 
Atlantic Oil are proud suppliers to McFadyen’s Haulage 

HUNTER & COASTAL  LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE 

Reporter – Collene Kalb 

https://www.facebook.com/KarenWilesmith?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARDPerCJo-FmW4y-4957GG3s7HMU-E5JAjT3eZC5Ph4JHhX0bcCo-7DnnHnJIwwEElpMIy6yPAQf4_IF&fref=mentions


 
 

A TRIBUTE TO SHIRLEY 
BROADBENT 

 
    
 I thought of you with love 
  today, 

But that is nothing new, 
I thought about you yesterday, 

And days before that too. 
 

I think of you in silence 
I often speak your name, 
All I have are memories, 

And your picture in a frame. 
 

Your memory is my keepsake  
with which I’ll never part, 

God has you in His keeping, 
 I have you in my heart. 

 
The memorial funeral was held for Shirley on Friday 8th March at The Chapel, Belmont.  Club Members who 
attended arrived in their Classic and Modern Cars to show support and camaraderie to Tom and their 
family.  The Committee and Members of the N.R.V.C. send their Condolences to the Broadbent family. 

 

 
 

CHMC Important Information to Affiliated Clubs 
Please note that the CHMC’s new postal address is: 
The Secretary 
CHMC  PO Box 229, 
GOULBURN.  NSW.  2580 
 
THE BUSH TELEGRAPH 
At the Half Yearly Meeting in Queanbeyan delegates agreed, on the Editor’s recommendation, to cease 
publishing the ‘Bush Telegraph’ in hard copy and email formats.  However the ‘Bush Telegraph’ will 
remain online and the CHMC Committee encourages your Club’s members to open the CHMC website 
at http://heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au/CHMC-NEWSLETTER.phg to read the latest edition. 
 
This change has come about as Council’s website www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au and 
Facebook www.facebook.com/CHMCNSW pages increasingly publish Council’s general, operational, 
vehicle registration and club motoring information.  The ‘Bush Telegraph’ will continue publishing articles 
and opinion pieces, and invites submissions of same from members. 

http://heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au/CHMC-NEWSLETTER.phg
http://www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au/
http://www.facebook.com/CHMCNSW


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

JOHN MILLS UPHOLSTERY 
Enquiries: 02 49871160     Mobile: 0416521950 

 

Auto & Marine Upholstery 

Domestic Furniture Upholstery 

Restoration & Complete Upholstery Repairs 

Cnr Kangaroo & William Bailey Sts, Raymond Terrace. NSW 2324 

We Specialise in……….. 

 Recores – Repairs 

 Cleanouts – Change Overs 

 Heater Cores 

 Complete Radiator Assembles 

 Petrol Tank Repairs 

 Air Conditioning 

 

Australia Wide 3 year Conditional 

Warranty 
9 Port Stephens Street, Raymond Terrace 

Fax 0249894533 Email: rtnatrad@tpg.com.au 

 

0422 400 813 
Lic No. 270489C   PO Box 93, Medowie. NSW. 2318 



NRVC Tea Gardens Hawke Nest M    

Motorfest 

Saturday, 9th March 2019 

Hawke Nest 

Myall Park Sports Reserve was again the venue for a great day at the combined Tea Gardens and Hawke 

Nest Motorfest on Saturday, 9th March 2019.  Although this date clashed with many other events in the 

area, some 400 plus cars of every nature, make, model and type were present.   

After an early morning rendezvous at Hexham Macca’s, 17 NRVC cars and 1 motorcycle (thanks to Lynn  

and Steve) made a relatively uneventful journey to the Myall Park under the lead of Neville and Deb 

Maxwell.  Terry and Mary Jones made sure we all made it by bringing up the rear.   

An on-time departure at 8:00am was delayed slightly due to a bit of a leak from the oil filter on Don and 

Sandra Rumble’s Valiant. The newly overhauled V8 motor had settled in and only required a bit  of tweaking 

from Ken Morris’s handy shifter to get it up and running normally.   

Entry to the grounds at Hawk Nest proved a little challenging due to the very damp underfoot conditions.  

NRVC had a prime position immediately adjacent to the entrance with our Club gazebos, banners and flags 

making our presence obvious to all.  It was only a short walk through several rows of cars to the food and 

facilities.   

The quality of cars represented was of a high standard.  Across from us the MG club kept vigil on a high 

mound behind their cars, enjoying what breeze there was available throughout the day.  They were flanked 

by a Model T Ford in very good condition, imported from the USA several years ago. In this same stable 

were two very early large wheeled, hard tyre vehicles – one of them being a “Scnatch” from Germany, 

dated in the early 1900’s. 

Many other cars from all parts of the world were spread across the field generating interest from what I 

found to be a very young group of attendees.  I found the early, small capacity engine, formula vehicles and 

circuit bikes to be of particular interest, taking into mind the simple – but rather agricultural – mechanics of 

the machines.  Frank and I had a great time wondering around reminiscing of our experiences with and in 

the vehicles of our yesteryear days of youth! 

The BBQ sandwiches prepared on-sight proved very popular around lunch time.  My choice of “The Works” 

more than satisfied my lunchtime dietary requirements, especially after topping it off with a box of home 

cooked slices from the lovely ladies of the local Red Cross branch.  As my choice of “The Works” included 

onion, I had to exercise great care when departing the serving area. I had neglected to wear my anti-slip, 

high traction, steel toe capped, fully approved OHS safety boots (which I understand are now a mandatory 

requirement before being served at Bunnings Saturday morning BBQ’s). 

Although a very hot and humid day, the enthusiasm of the attendees and participants did not seem to be 

“dampened”, even though the weather forecast indicated this would be the case later in the day.  

Accordingly the officials bought the day’s program forward slightly to avoid the weather cells predicted to 

arrive early afternoon – and that they did! 

NRVC Certificate presentations took place at midday.  Terry Jones presented a Certificate to Lynn and 

Robert Garrett for their Datsun 1200.  Neville Maxwell, with his usual humor, presented a Certificate to 

Frank and Donna for their “Block of Flats” (Armstrong Sidley). Then Terry presented a Certificate to Don 

and Sandra Rumble for their Valiant V8, just back on the road after a period of some 2 years with a 

complete engine overhaul.   



The grounds commenced to clear around 12:30 – 1:00pm.  Little did we know the NRVC members were in 

for some unexpected entertainment from the MG Club.  One of their members said they had a flat battery 

and was looking for a set of jumper leads.   

After seeing the modern day car (full of computers) they were going to jump start from, I suggested they 

give the MG a push.  There was plenty of “light” from the red ignition bulb.  After several attempts with 

NRVC members as the propulsive force the engine had failed to rotate.   

It became apparent that the driver was not aware of how to conduct a “clutch start”.  He appeared to 

believe that the engine was started by rapidly pumping the clutch pedal without fully releasing it. He then 

decided the linkage was not working properly, thus laying under the car on the very wet grass shaking and 

pulling at bits and pieces for several minutes.   

After pressure from NRVC members, he again got in the car for another clutch start attempt.  We pushed, 

he pumped with at least 3 of us yelling “LET THE CLUTCH OUT” and when he did, walla – away went the 

little MG!  

We were all cleared by around 1:30pm with those having some distance to travel experiencing a few wet 

drops before arriving home.                    Another good day with a great bunch of people. 

BTW: The swap meet at Morisset the next day was also a great turnout.  Some 3 acres of bits and pieces.  

Great to see a few NRVC members present in both the selling and the buying capacities.   One man’s 

rubbish, another man’s treasure!   Ken Barrett (Club Captain.) 

 

Our Roving Photographer Lynn 

Farmer had her camera on hand 

once again to take some great car 

photos which are always very much 

appreciated.   Thanks again Lynn.  

 

 



GENERAL MEETING – Tuesday 5th March, 2019 
 

Meeting opened at 7 pm. 
Apologies: Rob Taylor, Lynn Farmer, Stephen Nichols, Ruth and Gary Newcombe, Tom Broadbent, Mick Rirdan, Julie Wilson, Ray 
& Janette Ives, Donna Griffith, Frank Kowalski, Jenny Purser, Barry Scarr& Zira Scarr. 
 
Visitors:  Stephen & Sally Joliffe, Michelle & Andrew Burns, Barry & Maureen Alder 
Welcome to new members:  William & Leonie Soult. 
 
Secretary Report:  Newsletters received from various clubs.  Moved: Terry Jones, Seconded Brian Jackson. 
Raffle ticket sellers and Doreen and Lynn. 
 
Treasurers Report:  Bank Balance going well. 
Presidents Report:  The First Aid Course will be held on Saturday 16

th
 March at 9 am in Lynn Farmers place of residence.  For any 

further information members were asked to see Frank after the meeting. 
Mid-Week Run, thanks to Lindsay and Barbara Doran for another great day.  
 
General Business: 
The updated By-Laws and Constitution are a work in progress.   
Discussion took place regarding Pink Slips for rego.  Members eventually voted yes for 60, no’s 4.  Moved Pez Perry, Seconded  
Ken Fairhall.   Thanks were given to Ken and Wes for all their work they do throughout the year. A story about NRVC in Hunter and 
Costal Magazine can be bought at Newsagents for $9.95. 
 
Bill Kalb gave out flyers for the Lake Mac Big Weekend and spoke about our Show & Shine to be held at Speers Point Park Sunday 
20

th
 October, 2019 also Lake Macquarie Council would like our club to hold a Car Dsplay at Warners Bay foreshore Saturday 19

th
 

October, 2019.  On Saturday we hope to have about 40 to 50 cars and some bikes for the display, we may need some other car 
club’s to be involved to make up the numbers and will be hoping our members can attend and help out on both days.  Bill has held 
first meeting with LMC to discuss NRVC’S involvement and will be completing all the paperwork required by LMC for both days.  
LMC are printing 1000 Show & Shine flyers at no cost to NRVC, early days, with further updates to come. 
Meeting Close 8.50 pm 
 
COMMITTEE MEETING Tuesday 19

th
 March, 2019 

 
Meeting opened at 7 pm with Roslyn, Frank, Debbie, Terry, Mary &  Ken M. 
7 Members attended the first Aid Course,  Name Bars have been ordered. Neville & Noeleen McFadyen Memorial Run  date is 
down for 7

th
 July.  NRVC are hosting CHMHC meeting in October, 2019. 

Thank you to members who attended Shirley Broadbent’s Funeral.    Meeting Closed 8 pm. 
 
THE WAY WE WERE IN THE ‘60s 
Back in the 1960s Men with anchor tattoos on forearms drank Tooheys at the pub.  Women with candy-cane earrings had 
schooners of ‘Riesling’ and went in the meat tray raffle and the bar staff smiled “youse right for drinks?”  
  
The publican in white shirt and black bow-tie hosed down the footpath, and fat pigeons did low laps of the town.  We played cricket 
in the street and had to shift the stumps when the Salvation Army band came along on the back of a flatbed truck and sang ‘Hark 
the Herald.” 
 
Mums and Dads sat in pergolas drinking Coolabah and Baileys Irish Cream in Vegemite glasses.  Dogs barked, cats fought, 
mosquitos whined and the world was good.   We played cricket with oranges and made a mess.  Men put 10 cents in a vending 
machine the size of a house and a slab of ice bigger than a metal esky rumbled down a ramp and pulled up violently in a shower of 
frozen shards.  You’d need an old hessian sack for that. 
 
On Christmas morning boys got a cricket bat, sisters shelled prawns, Dad watered the bird of paradise and worried about finding a 
shady spot to relax.   Mum searched the drawer for sixpence for the pudding and then we’d have a hot roast lunch.  No air 
conditioning and it felt like 100 degrees in the shade….  

  



 

 

 

Well, The Bird Extravaganza was cancelled sadly, due to the storms etc, that the Central Coast had this  

week, roads were blocked due to flooding, plus the lady rang me on Tuesday night to say that the yards were 

too bogged with water, so no Parking etc., was available. Oh well, We quickly looked on line to find an 

alternative, so instead we had an “ADVENTURE & CRUIZE to a RESORT”.  We had 8 Cars, and 13 

Members attend. Starting from Swansea Maccas, all were given the news, that the original Run had been 

modified and why, instructions, on the plans now in Progress.  Off we started on this Adventure Cruize to 

Explore, We followed the road from Maccas past Bargoed House, along to Murray’s Beach on the Old 

Road, which is a great scenic drive.  Once in Murry’s Beach, we explored all the new houses, the narrow 

roads, that all converge into the same main Road, that all the others verged off, lots of new areas have been 

opened-up. We could not get over the size of some of the Houses, arrived at the Reserve on the Lake with 

the Jetty, for Morning Tea, some yummy Cakes were provided by Lee Soult, Chocolate with a Caramel 

surprise in the centre, YUMMY, Wrote NRVC in the sand. 

 

a great place to stop, I was surprised at the lack of Pelicans, and Sea Gulls, 

though I did find one, we still had lots of Birds, From the Rainbow Lorikeets, Magpies, Smaller Grass 

Parrots, Kookaburras, Noisy Minor Birds, Oh and of course, Cockies, all came down very cheekily after I 

opened a Peanut Butter Bar, and spread it around, so funny to watch them hopping to grab some. We had 

lots of Chats, talking about Names, as in Nick names etc. was a very interesting conversation, some 

members played on the swings, while other explored along the path and the Jetty, talking to fishermen. Oh! I 

MID- WEEK – A BIRD EXTRAVAGANZA -  20TH March, 2019 

Adventure & Exploring Cruize to a Resort 

Reporter & Photographer - Collene Kalb  



found a lonely pair of socks, some wonderful shells from Razorfish Clams, these on the inside have Mother 

of Pearl beautiful. Loved the surrounds, great trees etc, one was hugging the other. 

 After Morning Tea, lots of conversation, exercise, we started off on the next stage of our Adventure, we 

drove along the road winding up and down and around, after getting directions if the road goes through to 

Cams Wharf, Park, had a quick look before following the road, to Nords Wharf.  We met a Man who was 

travelling in his Mercedes Benz around Australia from Western Australia, this is a Wonderful little Park, 

quiet and tranquil, must keep it in mind for future stops.  

 

Off we finally went back to the Highway to go to Cave’s Beach Resort for Lunch, where we discovered that 

they had no Specials on for Lunch that day. Darn. We all ordered, a variety of food, from Hamburgers to 

Pizza. This place is a lovely setting more birds and Ducks were found in the pond with Water Lilies floating 

on the Pond with a Water feature.  The Rare and valuable Certificate was given to Lynne & Rob Garrett, for 

their New Car just to be different. Another Awesome Mid-Week run, thanks everyone for coming, the next 

Mid-Week run is on 16
th
 April, meeting at Edgeworth Maccas, 9.30, more photos on my Facebook page if 

you want to look. 
 

 

. 



Name                              Feb  Mar  Tot            Name                             Feb  Mar  Tot       Name                                Feb  Mar    Tot 

Avis John 0 0 0  Jackson Brian 11 3 14  Purser Jennifer 12 0 12 

Bailey Doreen 4 7 11  Jackson Narelle 0 0 0  Purser Robert 4 3 7 

Bailey John 4 7 11  Johnston Brian 12 3 15  Purser Noleen 4 3 7 

Bambach Leanne 8 3 11  Johnston Grant 4 3 7  Riordan Michael 8 0 8 

Barrett Ken 13 7 20  Johnston Joanna 1 0 1  Ross Ken 8 0 8 

Barrett Linda 6 3 9  Johnston Lyn 1 0 1  Ross Sally 0 0 0 

Blatchford Jason 1 0 1  Johnston Lauren 1 0 1  Rumbel Don 3 7 10 

Bradford Linda 0 0 0  Jones Mary 7 7 14  Rumbel Sandra 3 7 10 

Bradford Michael 11 3 14  Jones Terry 7 7 14  Scarr Barry 7 0 7 

Brentnall Wayne 11 7 18  Kalb Bill 13 3 16  Scarr Zira 4 0 4 

Broadbent Tom 4 0 4  Kalb Collene 13 3 16  Scoles Michael 4 0 4 

Brown Ian 3 0 3  Kowalski Frank 12 0 12  Shannon Thomas 11 0 11 

Brown Kim 0 0 0  Kramer Joe 0 0 0  Soult Bill 4 3 7 

Browning George 8 7 15  Kramer Maria 0 0 0  Soult Leonie 4 3 7 

Carey John 0 0 0  Lloyd June 4 0 4  Steele Sandra 4 3 7 

Coghlan Wesley 7 3 10  Lloyd Tom 11 3 14  Stroud Mike 4 0 4 

Coghlan Jamie 4 0 4  Lockwood Michael 7 3 10  Stroud Suzanne 4 0 4 

Conner Bernie 3 3 6  Lockwood Quida 11 3 14  Taylor John 7 7 14 

Dickson Bruce 7 3 10  Lockwood Seth 11 3 14  Taylor Margaret 0 0 0 

Dickson Monica 3 3 6  Lockwood Maggie 11 3 14  Taylor Robert 4 0 4 

Doran Lindsay 11 7 18  Maxwell Deborah 12 7 19  Taylor Julie 0 0 0 

Doran Barbara 7 3 10  Maxwell Neville 12 7 19  Towndrow Glenn 4 3 7 

Evans Margaret 12 3 15  Mears Lee 0 0 0  Towndrow Natalie 4 3 7 

Fairhall Ken 8 7 15  Monk Trevor 4 7 11  Tuckwell Tracey 0 0 0 

Fairhall Vicki 4 3 7  Morris Ken 12 7 19  Van der Velde Andre 8 7 15 

Farmer Lynn 9 4 13  Morris Trish 12 7 19  Van der Velde Sue 8 3 11 

Fisk Coralie 11 3 14  Morris Steve 11 3 14  Venners Adrian 3 3 6 

Galea June 3 3 6  Morris Tona 0 0 0  Visser Pieter 7 3 10 

Galea Rudy 3 3 6  Newcombe Ruth 8 0 8  Visser  Anne 7 3 10 

Garrett Lynn 12 7 19  Newcombe Gary 8 0 8  Walker Roslyn 3 3 6 

Garrett Robert 12 7 19  Nichols Stephen 5 4 9  Ward Bruce 3 0 3 

Griffis Donna 4 4 8  O’Neill John 7 3 10  Ward Judy 0 0 0 

Griffiths Cameron 3 3 6  O’Neill Lorraine 0 0 0  Watman-Flower Sofia 4 0 4 

Griffiths Stephen 1 0 1  Parlour Laraine 9 0 9  Watman-Flower Savanah 0 0 0 

Hide Gerald 7 3 10  Parlour Ron 12 3 15  Wilkinson Frank 7 7 14 

Hide Doreen 0 0 0  Pengilley Max 0 7 7  Williams Allan 0 0 0 

Howden John 0 0 0  Pengilley Linda 0 0 0  Williams Dianne 0 0 0 

Howden Cecelia 0 0 0  Perry Pez 4 7 11  Williams Wal 3 0 3 

Hughes Barry 0 0 0  Puller John 11 3 14  Williams Betty 0 0 0 

Hughes Cindy 0 0 0  Purser Michael 12 3 15  Wilson Norm 7 3 10 

Illfield Jeanette 0 0 0       Wilson Julie 0 0 0 

Illfield Phillip 7 3 10           

Ives Ray 7 0 7           

Ives Janette 7 0 7           

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              



 


